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The controllers for robust motor control use an acceleration signal implicitly as a time derivative of a speed error, or explicitly as a reference signal to the controller. One of the popular schemes of robust motor control uses an acceleration signal at the input to a torque disturbance observer 131.
It is also reported that the vibration of a flexible mechanical system can be effectively suppressed by acceleration feedback [2, 4] . Generally, in many of these cases the acceleration is obtained as a time derivative of speed.
The time derivative process is sensitive to high frequency noise; thus, a practical implementation of this operation requires a low-pass filter to cut off the high-frequency noise. A trade-off between the noise effects and the frequency characteristics of the time derivative is unavoidable. Additionally, the acceleration signal becomes unreliable at low rotation speed, especially in the case when a pulse encoder with low resolution i s used as a position sensor. In sampled data control systems, one faces a problem of how to get a reliable acceleration signal under conditions where the pulses from an encoder are not available at every sampling instance. In that case, the calculated speed and acceleration as the time derivatives of the encoder output are not reliable, and observers and Kalman filters are often proposed 1. 51.
The disadvantages of the derivative suggest that it is profitable to replace the derivative by a sensor, which can directly measure the acceleration. Efforts to design a rotary acceleration sensor have been reported in the literature [6] , but the developed sensor has the disadvantage of having a limited rotation range because of its structural configuration. To avoid this disadvantage and to develop a sensor which can be used for acceleration control in servo systems, we propose a new type of a rotary acceleration sensor, which senses the acceleration independently of the rotation speed and has an unlimited rotation range. In this paper the design of the sensor and its basic performance with some experimental results are presented. 
Operational Principle of Sensor
The structure and the operational principle of the sensor are explained in this section. A block diagram shown in Fig. 1 represents the measuring system.
The sensor itself consists of two parts: a pair of discs, one of which has elastic elements to transform the angular acceleration into a radial displacement; and an optical pickup to detect the displacement without contact. A low-pass filter is needed to obtain a true waveform of the acceleration because the detected signal includes a high-frequency component which is caused by the eigenfrequency vibration of the disc. The cutoff frequency of the filter can be set higher than in the case of a time derivative: this is considered to be an advantage of the sensor as compared to the process of taking a time derivative. The structure and the function of the sensor's parts are explained in the following sections.
Structure of the Discs The sensor is composed of two discs, which are mounted on the same shaft (see Fig. 2 ). One of the discs is similar to the disc of an incremental encoder. The other disc (we named it a flexible disc) is unique to this sensor and is most similar to the wheel of a bicycle. It is separated into an inner ring and an outer ring, which are connected by three or more flexible bars. The inner ring is fixed to the shaft, while the outer ring represents an inertia which generates a torque when an acceleration is applied to the sensor. The inertial torque acts on the spring bars of the flexible disc and produces an angular displacement of the outer ring against the inner ring. In this way a passive type of a rotary accelerometer composed of inertia and spring is realized. The dynamic equation of the flexible disc can be written as where J is inertia of the outer ring, I$ is angular acceleration, k is stiffness of the spring bars, and 0 is the relative angular displacement of the rings. Damping of the sensor is low enough to be neglected. To obtain the acceleration signal from the sensor, it remains only to measure the relative angular displacement of the rings.
Slits Pattern
To get the acceleration signal which is independent of the discs rotational speeds, we use the slits on the circumference of both discs to measure the relative displacement. By using these slits the relative angular displacement of the outer ring against the inner ring of the flexible disc is measured as a relative displacement of the slits on the discs. The slits are shaped as shown in Fig. 3 .
The slits on one of the discs are cut in a radial direction, while the slits on the other disc are inclined for a small angle against the radial direction. Both discs are mounted coaxially on the same shaft, so that the crossing points of the slits appear at a constant radial distance r from the shaft axis. When the slits are relatively displaced in an angular direction, the crossing points of the slits move in a radial direction (see Fig. 4 ). In this way the angular displacement dB is transformed into a radial displacement dr of the crossing points of the slits. The relation between the displacements can be expressed by the following differential equation:
For small displacement angle 8, comparing to the slit's inclination angle a (or 0 << a), (2) can be linearized into an approximate relation
where ro is radius from the rotation center to the crossing points of the slits in the steady state.
Optical Pickup
The radial displacement of the crossing points is sensed without contact by an optical pickup. The pickup is composed of a light-emitting diode (LED) and a mask placed on one side of the discs, and of a position-sensitive device (PSD) placed on the opposite side of the discs. The PSD senses the radial position of the light beam, that passes from the LED through the crossing points of the slits. In this way the acceleration which is applied to the sensor is sensed as a radial displacement of the passing light beam.
Structure of the Sensor Performance Considering that the input to the sensor is acceleration $ and the output is to be a radial displacement r, we can define the sensor's sensitivity S by using (1) and (3) as Here Mechanical Sensitivity From (4) and (5) we can see that the eigenfrequency of the sensor must belowtohavea sensor with high sensitivity. On the other hand, the sensor's frequency band is also defined by its eigenfrequency,sothattheeigenfrequencyin thiscasecannotbe reducedunderthespecifiedupperlimitofthesensor 'sfrequency band (including a sufficient margin). In this way the sensor's mechanical sensitivity is limited by a specified sensor's frequencyband.
Optical Sensitivity
Theopticalsensitivityalsocontributestothesensor 'soverall sensitivity, and fortunatelytheproduction technologywhichis used for incrementalencoder discscan beapplied here, too,so that a high optical sensitivity can be realized with reasonable costs.
Theoptical sensitivity is in the first placelimited by a r adius of the slits crossing points in the steady state ro, which is to be maximized, but sothatthesensor 'sdiameter doesnot exceedthe specified size of the housing. On the other hand, the optical sensitivity increases with a reduction ofthe slits cr ossing angle a.
A lower limit of the slits crossing angle amin is defined by both the narrowest width of the slits aperture A, which depends on the technology used for the slits production, and by the effective sensing length B of the PSD (see Fig. 6 ). From these parameters the minimum inclination angle can be calculated by using the following equation: sin(a -e) .
(8) (4)
As (8) shows, the relation between the displacements r and 0 is nonlinear and so the sensor's sensitivity changes with the angular displacement 8. For small angle 8 the relation can be linearized, and (3) becomes a good approximation for the sensitivity. When the non-linearity cannot be neglected, a compensation is necessary. A suitable way to do it is to design the slits in such a way that the nonlinear part is canceled. To obtain a constant sensitivity regardless of the angular displacement, it is necessary to satisfy the following condition
is the sensor's mechanical sensitivity, which is equal to the square inverse of the flexible disc's eigenfrequency a,,, and
where C is a constant parameter which in our case directly represents the optical sensitivity. This is also a well-known equation of an Archimed spiral. Therefore, to guarantee the sensor's linearity it is necessary to design the slits so that all of them are sections of Archimed spirals.
isthesensor'sopticalsensitivity,whichisapproximatelydefined by (3). The main Parameter soft he Sensor can be derived from t hesesensit ivit y equ at ions.
Prototypes and Experimental Results
Two prototypes were made to test the feasibility of the proposed sensor. Their characteristics and experimental results are given in the following sections.
Eigenfrequenc y Rated acceleration Prototype for Motor Shaft
In our research we use a robust controller with a disturbance torque observer for the speed control of a motor. The degree of robustness of this controller is limited by the quality of the acceleration signal [7] . Therefore, it can be expected that the robustness can be improved if an acceleration sensor with a fast response is used instead of a speed time derivative. We designed a prototype of the acceleration sensor with the parameters as shown in Table 1 . The rated acceleration is set with a safety factor 3 against the non-elastic deformation of the spring bars.
The sensor's discs are made of metal and the slits are produced by etching. An experimental result of the response to a motor shaft speed change is shown in Fig. 7 . Calculated acceleration is also shown on the same figure for a comparison with the sensor's output. The calculated acceleration is of high quality, since it was obtained as a time derivative of speed measured by tachometer, and a first order lag filter with a cutoff frequency of 5OOrads was used. The sensor's response is in good agreement with the calculated derivative. However, in the region of a constant speed where the acceleration is zero, a rotational ripple of the sensor can be observed. This ripple is caused by various mechanical inaccuracies of the prototype which causes a distorted view of the slits. The inaccuracies will hopefully be reduced in the next generations of the sensor.
High Sensitivity Prototype for Robot Joint Encouraged by the results of a prototype for a motor shaft, we built a prototype with high sensitivity, which is designed to be used in robot joints [8] . The parameters of this prototype are shown in Table 2 . The rated acceleration here is set to a reasonable value for the drives with a strain wave gearing reducer, although the designed prototype has a capacity of up to 10-times the rated acceleration.
For this sensor we used glass discs to get a satisfying slits resolution. A hollow shaft with an intemal diameter of up to 3 0 " is the sensor's quality, to be used easily in various applications.
As an experimental test bed, a DC brushless motor (lOOW), a strain wave gearing reducer with a ratio 1 : 100, and an inertia load were assembled in series to represent a robot joint. The acceleration sensor's prototype was fixed to the gear output shaft to measure the angular acceleration, which is in this case considered to be the robot's joint acceleration. A simple experiment of the response to a step speed reference is shown in Fig. 8 . The calculated acceleration is also shown in the same figure. The calculated acceleration was obtained as a time derivative of angle, which was measured by a pulse encoder with a high resolution of pulse per revolution, to guarantee high quality of the signal. A low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 600rads was used to reduce the noise effects of the derivative. The calculated acceleration and the sensor's output exhibit similar characteristics, since the cutoff frequencies of the low-pass filters for both signals are close together. This fact suggests that the sensor has sufficient accuracy and sensitivity to be used as a robot joint acceleration sensor.
In both above experiments a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 1200rad/s and 80Orad/s, respectively, was used with the sensors to cut off the disc's eigenvibration from the sensed acceleration signal.
Conclusion
We have developed a new type of rotary acceleration sensor. It has the capability to sense an angular acceleration independently to the rotational speed and has an unlimited rotation range. We believe that this sensor can be used in robust motor control, vibration control, and any other application where a reliable acceleration signal is needed.
The sensor's structure and basic performance were presented in this paper. Experimental results were shown using two prototypes: one for a motor shaft and one for a robot joint. The sensitivity and accuracy of the prototypes appeared to be sufficient for these applications. The sensor's rotation ripple, which originates in mechanical inaccuracies of the slits and the assembly, is to be improved in future designs. In this paper we did not analyze temperature dependence of the sensitivity, repeatability of the sensor's signal, and some other features, which need to be analyzed to produce areliable product. An aim of the paper was to show a correspondence of the sensor's output to the calculated acceleration, and not to show the superiority of the sensor to the time derivative method. Our future task will be to further reduce the sensor's drawbacks, and possibly convincingly show the sensor's advantage over the derivative process.
